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Art for El Salvador
What is Art for El Salvador?
Art for El Salvador is an organization that uses art in 
all its forms as means through which to support and 
uplift impoverished communities in El Salvador. 
Through the sale and celebration of art in our home 
communities here in the US, we aim to support projects 
of development for those suffering from the inequalities 
of extreme poverty in El Salvador. Art for El 
Salvador encourages individuals to embrace their role 
as citizens within the global community. Currently we are 
working to fund the Sarah’s School Project, a project 
created with the dream of building a school in El 
Salvador in memory of Sarah Howard.
What is Art for El Salvador?


El Salvador Experiences
“Because from real love comes real rage at what is seen, and from 
real rage comes real change and a real end to the social and 
economic systems that are hurting impoverished people in the first 
place.” – Katherine Pater
“The poor do not 
have any resources. 
Everyday is a fight 
to get food, to get 
medicine. And for 
those who have 
children- everyday is 
a fight to get them 
an education. ”
-Blanca


Education in El Salvador

The Project Begins

In 2010, Art for El Salvador donated 
$1,000 to the canton of Virginia to help 
them buy been seeds after a drought 
devastated their crops.
The Project Today
A new vision: La Escuela de Sarah Lana
Art for El Salvador in 
the DC-G Community
Sarah’s Boxes & 
DC Art Nights
Sarah’s School Benefit Concert
Art for El Salvador Comes to UNI
Art Nights!

Art From the Heart


CAL Art Show
Southdale Elementary Art Show
UNI Latino 
Fest!

For more information about the organization like us on 
Facebook or follow us on Twitter!
The most essential piece of Art for El Salvador is the community aspect of it. 
This is a project that a whole community of people have ownership in. This 
includes people who loved Sarah dearly and people who never even had the 
chance to meet her. When this school is built, a whole community of people will 
be proud and will be able to say that they had a part in making it happen. 
